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Ventricular bigeminy refers to the appearance of paired different ventricular complexes in the body-surface ECG (Figure, A inset, lead V2). From this ECG morphology, it has been inferred that bigeminy is generated by interaction between an extrasystolic beat and a regular periodic ventricular beat. The regular beat is typically generated by sinus rhythm but could also be a paced rhythm. The mechanism of ventricular bigeminy was inferred mainly on the basis of analysis of body-surface ECG signals. However, the ECG measures the reflection of cardiac electrical activation at a limited number of points, on the body surface, remote from the heart. It does not provide detailed information about cardiac activation patterns, data that are necessary for understanding the mechanism of ventricular bigeminy.

Here we apply noninvasive electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) to image ventricular epicardial activation during bigeminy in a patient with atrial fibrillation who underwent atrioventricular node ablation and pacemaker implantation in the right ventricular apex (asterisk in anterior view). ECGI is a functional imaging modality that combines 250 body-surface ECGs with thoracic computed tomography. By using inverse reconstruction algorithms, ECGI noninvasively generates electroanatomic maps on the epicardial surface of the heart. After extensive validation, it has been applied in human subjects with various cardiac electrophysiological conditions.

The Figure (A) shows the sequence of ventricular activation during bigeminy. The top row demonstrates the regular paced beat, with wavefront propagation from the pacing site to the rest of the heart over a duration of 160 ms because of slow activation in the absence of conduction system participation. The bottom row shows activation during the following beat, with wavefront propagation from a left ventricular ectopic initiation site (triangles in posterior view) to complete ventricular activation in 130 ms. The interaction between the extrasystolic beat and the paced beat generates the bigeminy. Occasionally, we captured and imaged fusion between the paced rhythm and the extrasystole. Such fusion beats are shown in the Figure (B). In the top row, the initiation of paced activation precedes that of extrasystolic activation by 15 ms. This closely coupled biventricular activation increases electrical synchronization and reduces the QRS duration to 100 ms. In the bottom row, the sequence is reversed, and the extrasystole initiation precedes the paced beat by 10 ms, with fusion beats of similar duration but different morphology. These first ECGI images of bigeminy in a human subject provide detailed epicardial activation sequences, confirming the origin of bigeminy in the interaction between an extrasystolic beat and a regular periodic beat.
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